Seven Day NSS Camp - Day 6

Volunteers of NSS Unit DAV college are serving village Nandanpur.

In the camp organised by the NSS unit of DAV college Jalandhar the volunteers are
performing very efficiently and with enthusiasm for the development of the village. 120
volunteers of
NSS unit have
joined hands to help in the development and betterment of an elementary school at village
Nandanpur
. They are also helping for the development of roads of the village. Also they performed a
survey at the village and
discussed the problems of the families. The
NSS
team with their contributions gifted mats for the students the school.

Daily guest lectures are also being organised at the camp where discussion about different
social evils which are prevailing in our society. On the first day of the camp the chief guest were
Retired professor of
DAV college Prof. Ashvani
Sharma and they discussed how to change the people of the society, how to serve the system
and how to be different from people with the students. On the second day
Yog
instructor Mr
Manoj
Kumar came at the camp and said on the topic &quot;
Yog
is the medicine of any disease&quot;. He told about how
yog
is
helpfull
in cure of each and every disease.

On the third day of the camp some members of a de-addiction centre joined the camp, who
told how to keep the youth away from drugs, how the addicts are being treated and many other
things related to it. The interesting thing is from the de addiction
centre
some people also came who were earlier addicts. They shared their experiences how they
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came into drugs, how they became addicts, how their life changed after the treatment. They
were very thankful to the
centre
and now they help the
centre
to aware the people about this. They also told that
punjab
is been caught in drugs very badly. Almost 75% of the youth of
punjab
is caught in drugs.

With this the camp will continue till 26 December in which many other resource person will
come at the camp.
Principal Dr. BB Sharma expressed their views how volunteers are serving the society and
gave their greetings.
Coordinator of the camp Prof. Sk Midha are taking care of the volunteers and inspecting the
work done by the volunteers. On this occasion Prof.
Minu
Talwar
, Prof.
Gagandeep
, Prof. Sanjay Sharma, Prof.
Bhuvan
Lamba
, Prof
Hema
Sharma were also present.
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